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Content analysis of The Dallas Morning News focuses on

sources, bylines, photographs, and main characters to

determine the quantity and quality of portrayals of women.

The study included front pages and main local news pages

during one week each from 1950, 1960, 1970, 1980, and 1990.

Change was charted by year for both sexes. In 1950, few

representations of women were included and many were

stereotypical. Some stereotyping persisted in 1990, and men

outnumbered women more than 3 to 1 as story sources, nearly

3 to 1 in front-page bylines, more than 2 to 1 in

photographs, and more than 2 to 1 as main characters. Women

still lag behind men, despite feminists' efforts to improve

coverage.
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INTRODUCTION

Newspapers serve as storehouses of attitudes and

perceptions, language and meaning, so their front pages

offer a natural indicator of the impact of social changes

on a population and its communication tools. Since 1970

feminist scholars have analyzed many aspects of society to

gauge the degree of change experienced after initial efforts

of the women's movement to promote equal opportunity and

equal representation. Along with these evaluations,

communications studies have charted how much and in what ways

women are portrayed in newspaper stories and photographs.

Purpose of This Study

Much of the research conducted since 1980 has focused on

newspapers' portrayals of women on front pages as compared to

portrayals of men. Prompted by reflections on women's

progress in the latter half of the 20th century, this content

analysis focuses on representations of women across the

decades, beginning with 1950, in order to track change during

the women's movement, to 1990. This study seeks to answer

these research questions:

1. Have women appeared on a newspaper's front page and

local news page more equally with their male counterparts

since 1950, in terms of bylines, photographs, as main

characters in stories, and as news sources?

1
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2. How have references to women changed since 1950 and

especially since the beginnings of the women's movement in

the mid-1960s?

Methodology

For this study, the front pages and first local news

pages (hereafter referred to as metropolitan pages) were

analyzed from The Dallas Morning News (DMN) for the years

1950, 1960, 1970, 1980, and 1990; these years were chosen

because they represent the 20 years preceding and following

the onset of the women's movement in the mid- to late-1960s.

Any woman or any girl of school age who was represented on

these pages was considered part of the analysis. The week

beginning on the seventh Sunday of each year was chosen for

the analysis, which studied final newspaper editions. For

the quantitative analysis, the researcher counted bylines,

photographs, sources used in stories, and stories that

featured women or men as main characters. Another part of

the analysis focused on textual portrayals of women, with a

panel of three judges ranking these descriptions along a

five-point scale ranging from "free from stereotype" to

"limited by stereotype" (adapted from a study by Pingree,

Hawkins, Butler, & Paisley, 1976). When the word

"stereotype"I is used in this paper,, it will be understood to

mean the automatic assignment of "certain roles or

characteristics ... simply on the basis of sex" (Kett &

Underwood, 1978, p. 7).
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Strict guidelines for the analysis were established to

ensure acceptable comparability among these five weeks of

five decades. Opinion columns, indices, and news stories of

fewer than 200 words were not included in the study.

Analysis included all portions of stories that appeared on

the front or metropolitan pages. However, if a story jumped

to an inside page, only the first 500 words of that story

were analyzed (unless more than 500 words appeared on that

first page). This guideline, too, was established to ensure

comparability for the analysis because newspaper design

styles and average lengths of stories changed radically among

the years studied.

For example, most newspaper stories in 1950 were

completely run on front pages or the first metro pages and

were not continued on inside pages; in 1990, almost every

story did jump to an inside page. In 1950 and 1960 newspaper

broad sheets were larger than in other years of this analysis

and pages contained eight columns. Front pages at that time

often contained 10 or more stories and a few small

photographs, and space for news on the metropolitan pages was

frequently cut in half by advertising. By 1970, newspaper

design styles had changed dramatically and front pages

featured six columns with fewer stories, especially short

international briefs. In that year, front pages often

carried only one large photograph. By 1980, metropolitan
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pages contained only editorial content and no advertising,

and by 1990, local columnists were carried on those pages.

Other important changes included the use of fewer wire

stories on the front pages in 1980 and 1990 and the gradual

appearance of more bylines with stories.

Review of Literature

and Historical Perspectives

Traditionally, news coverage of women's interests

appeared exclusively in women's and style sections, and many

feminists of the 1960s and 1970s considered these sections "a

dumping ground for anything the male editors consider a

'woman's story'" (Van Gelder, 1974, p. 112). S. H. Miller

(1976), responding to these kinds of charges, analyzed the

change that occurred in these women's sections in four major

newspapers from 1965 to 1975. While concluding definite

change had occurred since 1965, Miller found that "at some

papers, there has been more talk than change .... and, in

some instances, the changes have been for the worse" (p.

647). In another study of women's pages at six newspapers,

Guenin (1975) drew a similar conclusion and suggested that

"further research will benefit the transition of women's

pages to general interest sections which best serve the needs

of contemporary newspaper readers" (p. 75).

More recently, researchers (Bridge, 1990; Luebke, 1985;

Davis, 1982) have studied print media content to discover
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just how much more news about and by women has reached the

front pages of newspapers. After her study of 10 major

newspapers from 1989, Bridge expressed outrage by writing:

There were days when there were no female bylines,

photographs, or references to females at all on one

or more front pages. Can you imagine a front page

without a male byline, photo, or reference?

Even stories in the newspapers on topics of specific

and great concern to women, such as pieces on

abortion, often contained more references to men

and few or no references to women. (p. 37)

Yet, the numbers of representations counted for Bridge's

study were slightly higher than those of a content analysis

conducted 10 years earlier of eight newspapers. Davis (1982)

analyzed bylines, main character, placement, sexist

descriptions, and references--as well as other qualities--of

these newspapers during 1979. She concluded that "the bias

was pervasive, indicating that newspaper editors, whether

they be male or female, have little sensitivity toward women

and women's issues" (p. 460).

Complementing these broader content studies are two

others, one analyzing newspaper photographs and the second

looking at content of news from a wire service. S. H. Miller

(1975) found in a yearlong study during 1973-74 of the

Washington Post and the Los Angeles Times that women were
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main subjects in 17 percent and 39 percent, respectively, of

photographs on their front pages. Both newspapers had

expanded coverage of women, Miller wrote, but "their photo

coverage continues to be dominated by men. Photos of women

show them primarily as spouses or socialites" (p. 75). In

her 1983 study of the United Press International A wire,

Luebke (1985) found there was less news about women than news

categorized as "other" and of the news about women, 52

percent was criminal, health, or victim stories. "The

findings suggest that more stories about women are needed

from the wire services," Luebke wrote, "but they also suggest

that close attention must be paid to the kinds of stories"

(p. 333).

All these studies provide a valuable backdrop to

different evaluations of media's impact on audience and of

journalistic procedures for publishing news in the first

place. Many scholars (C. Miller & Swift, 1976 & 1980; Ward,

1975; Somerness, 1990) believe the use of language does play

a substantial role in the feminist movement's realization of

equality and access. Ward wrote that "it has been the view

of some feminists that language itself governs and directs

our view of life" (p. 702), and journalists must be aware of

the powerful relationship of language to "audience habit and

social change" (p. 704). However, in research focusing on

linguistic relativity, proof of this theory is either missing

or inconclusive.
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In the 1960s, the Commission on the Status of Women

criticized all media for distorting images of women and

continuing to advance old stereotypes (Mead & Kaplan, 1965).

The social learning theory of modeling "shows clearly that

the media can serve as agents in the socialization process"

(DeFleur & Ball-Rokeach, 1989). But if media project

superficial or negative images of women, these images may

still be telling viewers that women are two-dimensional

objects. The Dallas Morning News columnist Philip Seib

(March 11, 1992) illustrated this idea in these words:

The news media could help change attitudes. For

example, when expert sources comment in news stories,

the experts need not all be male. Plenty of women

economists, physicians, political consultants and the

like can be found. When people--again, especially

children--start seeing women in such roles regularly,

maybe, prejudice against women will begin to wither.

(p. 25A)

Minority groups continue to complain about limited

access to media institutions. In their comments about source

diversity, Brown, Bybee, Wearden, and Straughan (1987)

suggested that because of economic constraints, deadlines,

and limited space, "it seems reasonable to expect that

elites, who have a vested interest in the preservation of

things as they are, will dominate news coverage" (p. 46).
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Women have not been, and still are not to a great extent,

considered as powerful elites.

The nature of news itself and the utilization of

traditional reporting methods have been viewed as roadblocks

to proper coverage of women and of issues that interest them

as consumers of news. Rakow and Kranich (1991) advanced

their theory that women function simply as symbols in male-

dominated television news, which concentrates on the

"political and economic interests of men" (p. 11) . They

concluded that:

Women's absence from the public sphere as well as

their lack of status as authority figures or experts

gives the news media a ready-made justification for

women's absence from news programs--without the media's

having to confront their complicity in setting the

conditions for women's appearance. (p. 13)

Commenting further on integrating the interests of women

with long-established news values is Susan Miller, director

of editorial development for Scripps Howard Newspapers (1989,

"Media Report to Women"). Citing research from the Gannett

Center for Media Studies at Columbia University, she

described the mismatch between newsroom staffing and topics

that interest women: 26% of newsroom staffing is for local

sports and business/financial coverage, which are shown to be

of least interest to women, while those topics of least
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interest to men--fashion, lifestyle, and food--receive about

8% of staffing. However, she warns that concluding women are

not interested in sports or business is wrong, but "women

simply are not particularly interested in the current content

of these sections" (p. 3). The results of this mismatch,

Miller said, can be seen in a Newspaper Advertising Bureau

survey that shows female newspaper readership dropping,

relative to male readership.

It was in the late 1960s that journalists, especially

those involved in the advocacy movement, first began to

question the authority and power of their employers. Aronson

(1972) wrote that until that time, "few voices had challenged

the monarchical control" of newspaper publishers about the

ways in which news is gathered (p. 316). He discovered that

in this status-quo environment, unhappy reporters had

"contempt for managerial timidity" and are caught between

ownership and dissenters who are "demanding fundamental

changes in a system of which the media are an integral part"

(p. 319). Morris (1973) asserted a blackout of information

about the women's movement in its early stages may be

attributed to mass media's function of enforcing "existing

social norms" (p. 40), because "if conflicts remain hidden,

they cannot be disruptive. Keeping the public in ignorance

is a means of social control" (p. 41).

Ten years after Aronson's and Morris' comments, LaRocque

(1982) reported that women still were "not where it matters
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most in the male-dominated bastions of newspaper management"

(p. 4) and that "newspapers can ill afford to ignore ...

(female) potential and the changes in attitude and appeal it

promises" (p. 9). The message about too few women in

decision-making positions was unchanged in 1989, when Felice

Schwartz told the Associated Press Managing Editors

Convention that "women have a harder time in the media than

in any other field" ("Media Report to Women," 1989, p. 4).

She said women accounted for two thirds of journalism school

graduates and 57% of entry-level media jobs, but were left

far behind as managers, which were about 33% women, and

publishers, which were 13% women.

Schwartz's comments are confirmed by a 1990 survey by

the American Newspaper Publishers Association, showing that

women comprise 48% of the U.S. civilian workforce but only

39% of newspaper employees ("Minorities in the Newspaper

Business," 1990). The survey also reports that while 37% of

women in the civilian work force serve as executives and

managers, only 28% of women working on newspapers fill these

positions.

Similar to women in the journalism profession are other

female workers who have seen their status and opportunities

change since 1950. Figures cited by the Women's Research and

Education Institute of the Congressional Caucus for Women's

Issues show women as 29.6% of the total workforce in 1950,
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34.9% in 1960, 38.1% in 1970, and 42.5% in 1980 (Rix, 1987).

Women working as professionals in the 20 years following

World War II were primarily nurses, teachers, librarians, and

social workers, and the proportion of these professional

women fell from 45% of all working women in 1940 to 38% in

1966 (McLaughlin, Melber, Billy, Zimmerle, Winges, & Johnson,

1988). At the same time, more women were employed as

clerical workers, from 53% of all female workers in 1940 to

73% in 1968.

Before World War II, women and men received about the

same amount of higher education, but "women's educational

attainment relative to men's, however, declined from the

1940s to the 1960s .... the major explanation for this change

in the pattern was the educational advantage afforded men

through the GI Bill after World War II" (McLaughlin, et al.,

p. 32). These authors reported that by 1984, women had

finally narrowed the gap, returning "to the same position

relative to men that they had maintained during the first

half of this century" (p. 34). Many of the women making

these gains are part of the "baby-boom" generation, whose

"expectations and attitudes regarding family and labor force

participation shifted radically" (p. 170).

As more women spend their lives as members of the labor

force and take advantage of higher educational opportunities,

they are beginning to gain access to more powerful positions
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in society. But Eleanor Smeal, a former National

Organization of Women president and Feminist Majority

Foundation founder, issued a report in 1991 stating that only

39 women were among the 652 directors for Fortune 100

companies and that it would be 125 years until women achieve

parity with men, at current rates of change (cited by Kunde,

1991).

In the journalism profession, women are gaining more

access to newsrooms as reporters and editors. Even one woman

can make a difference, according to Mills (1989), who

recounted the new perspective brought to one newsroom by a

female editor's insistence that male reporters who were

accustomed to interviewing only men needed to learn to listen

to a wider range of people. However, other researchers

(Whitlow, 1977, 1979; Davis, 1982) have suggested that some

female journalists, while having gained access, may be as

insensitive as males to women's issues and seem to have

adopted the same news judgments and editorial decisions that

have been created and maintained by men.

METHODS AND RESULTS

Quantitative analyses of content focused on four

areas: sources of news stories, bylines, main characters

of stories, and subjects appearing in photographs.

Additional observations of the use of proper names and
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courtesy titles, of stereotyping, and of other issues

relating to representations of women are included in this

section.

Sources

Determining the sex and occupation of sources used for

news stories may be one of the best ways to determine how

fairly a newspaper treats women in its coverage, second only

to the choice of news itself. However, it may also measure

the dominance of men in official positions that are

considered sources in traditional types of news coverage.

When a newspaper does have choices among available sources,

its selections show which opinions it values most among all

voices in its community; obviously, in the case of selecting

other sources, such as calling a sole fire department

spokesperson, a reporter has no real choice in terms of that

person's sex.

For this analysis, a source is defined as someone the

reporter interviewed for information for a news story, or as

someone whose opinion or testimony is reported after oral

exchanges in a public forum. Eyewitness testimony in police

records and other second-hand information were not included

in the source totals.

Two systems, one simple and one complex, were used to

classify sources. For the first, a source was counted as

male or female when sex could be determined by first name
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or by titles such as "spokeswoman." As Table 1 illustrates,

the opinions, expertise, and feelings of half the

population---women and girls--are nearly nonexistent in every

year of this sample except for 1990. Even in 1990, men were

more than :3 times as likely as women to serve as sources.

In the study's leanest year for females, 1950, males were

nearly 30 times more likely to be sources in stories. If

the sex of 73 unnamed official sources in 1950 (i.e.,

"military officer" or "state department official") were

known, the disparity would presumably be even greater.

Table 1 includes a neutral category for sources, but when

only those sources that can be identified as male or female

are considered, this division occurs: (a) in 1950, 141

Table 1

Sources in Stories, by Sex and Year

Weekly Percentages, by Year

Sex 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

Male 64.4% 68.1% 67.8% 49.0% 60.0%
Female 2.3 4.9 10.9 8.9 18.9
Neutral 33.3 27.0 21.3 42.1 21.1

N = 219 163 183 247 280

Note. Unnamed sources of unknown sex (i.e., "police
officer") were counted in the neutral category. The large
percentage of neutral sources in 1980 may be attributed to
more citations of unnamed officials during that week.
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male and 5 female sources; (b) in 1960, 111 male and 8

female; (c) in 1970, 124 male and 20 female; (d) in 1980,

121 male and 22 female; and (e) in 1990, 168 male and 53

female.

Other studies confirm the findings of the analysis of

The Dallas Morning News. One assessment of diversity of

newspaper sources completed for six newspapers during 1979

and 1980 shows that "of the roughly 50% of the sources who

were identifiable by sex, barely 10% were women" (Brown,

Bybee, Wearden, & Straughan, 1987, p. 50). These

researchers conclude that front pages have a "heavy

representation of government, executives and men" and a

"disproportionate share of news is coming from elite

sources" (p. 51). Davis (1982) found in her analysis of

eight newspapers that "men were quoted in 50.3% of all

stories and women in 11%" (p. 458).

The more complex breakdown of sources for this

analysis, adapted from a study about women in television

news (Rakow & Kranich, 1991), includes only those

classified as female or male. For each year, these two

groups are then placed into one of these seven role or

occupation cate-gories, as shown in Tables 2 and 3:

private individuals, experts/authorities, spokespersons,

politicians/candidates, celebrities, political activists, or

unidentifiables.
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When women serve as news sources in their tradition-

bound roles--whether mother, wife, spectator, victim, or

neighbor--they appear in the "private individual" column in

Table 2. Indeed, this is the largest category for women in

1950, 1960, 1970, and 1980. A closer inspection of the

seventh week of 1950 shows that on five of seven days,

reporters quoted no women sources for their stories on the

front or metropolitan pages that were analyzed. On the

other two days, just five women were selected as sources

among 89 stories: Mrs. Art Simpson,, an eyewitness to

tornado damage; Mrs. Virginia Harrison, whose suitcase was

searched for a ticking noise; an accident survivor's "young

wife, Charlotte," who was too choked up to speak and nodded

her head to answer questions; Mrs. Dorothy Morton, a

visiting nurse for heart patients; and Miss Doris Fleeson, a

United Press reporter who asks President Truman when her

news organization could expect to be granted an exclusive

interview with him.

In the week from 1960, reporters used 9 women and 111

men as sources for the 69 stories published. Almost half of

these female sources are nameless: a British governess, a

"harried hairdresser," a "white-smocked lady," and a "lady

in charge." The other five sources were Sister Helen Rowe,

Queen Elizabeth's midwife (the queen herself is never quoted

in the three stories about the wait for and birth of her
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third child); U.S. House Rep. Jessica Weis; Mrs. R. L.

Bridges, a housewife who saved a life; Mrs. Constance Baker,

a desegregation advocate; and Mrs..Josephine Baker, the

"flying grandmother." A feature story, written by a female

reporter, chronicles Mrs. Baker's efforts to rebuild a plane

and recounts her desire to learn to fly by saving grocery

money. Only in the last paragraph does the reader learn

that she is a member of the Texas Aeronautics Commission and

the Civil Air Patrol. But her proper classification is as a

private individual, because that is the way "Texas' Flying

Grandmother" is portrayed through the first 11 paragraphs.

A survey of female sources in 1970--several years after

the onset of the women's movement--continues to reveal three

trends observed in 1950 and 1960, when women (a) speak

primarily as private individuals, (b) are not identified by

name, and (c) are not asked to speak at all, even in stories

concerning girls and women. A story about Camp Fire Girls

digging for Native American artifacts quotes a male

archaeologist by name; the man who owned the land by name;

and two Camp Fire Girls, who were identified after direct

quotes with "sighed one," and "explained one of the teen-

agers;" and two unidentifiable sources, known as only

"someone" and "another" (DMN, Feb. 15, 1950, p. 37A). The

story itself includes no quotes from women leaders or from

Camp Fire members by name, and two accompanying photographs
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show groups of nameless girls. This story, too, was written

by a woman.

Next, an analysis of women appearing on the front pages

during the week of 1970 shows almost an even split between

female sources who were private individuals and all other

groups. The private individuals quoted were: Anita Hoffman

and Nancy Rubin, spouses of political activists on trial;

Mrs. James E. Porterfield, grandmother of a missing child;

and Mrs. Bobbie Sue Shipley and an unnamed female neighbor

of Mrs. Joanne Shipley (the Shipley women were married to

the same man, who was killed in a plane accident). Other

front-page female sources were: Olga Rabon of the City

Tenants Union; 15 members of the National Organization of

Women, none identified by'name, appearing as a group at a

congressional hearing (and counted as one source for this

analysis); Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir; and Mrs.

Mildred Lindley, a kindergarten teacher.

Although a decade removed, female representations in

1980 are similar to 1970, and in both years more than half

of all female sources were private individuals, as shown in

Figure 1. In the week of 1970, 20 women and 124 men were

counted as sources in 63 stories; in 1980, 22 women and 121

men were sources in 69 stories. On three front pages during

the week analyzed in 1980, no women appear as sources (a

grandmother is quoted in the jumped portion of one front-

page story, however). In the other four days, seven women
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Figure 1

Women as Sources, in Percentages by Year
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appear as sources in front-page stories: five as private

individuals, one as a school board trustee, and one as an

expert. Again, of the private individuals quoted, one is

nameless, one is referred to by first name, and one is

simply "Mrs. Johnson, wife of Frankston's police chief"

(DMN, Feb. 21, p. lA). A story about teachers leaving their

profession, published on the metropolitan page on Feb. 18,

1980, quotes no women sources by name in the first 500

words, even though teaching is a female-dominated profession
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and the story is illustrated with a woman's head being

smashed by books.

The 1990 total for female sources was just 3 short of

the 56 cited in stories for all earlier years of the

analysis. Fifty-three women and 168 men were used as

sources in 79 stories during 1990's analyzed week. By this

latest year, as shown in Table 2, female sources in the

private individual category had moved into second place

behind the experts/authorities group. Women speaking as

politicians and candidates made up the third-largest group.

In every year, at least half of male sources were in the

experts/authorities group, and the second-highest role

grouping for men in every year except 1980 was the

politicians/candidates category.

Although men were 3 times more likely to be used as

sources in 1990, female source percentages began to look

more like their male counterparts' than in any previous

year. Women's voices in the experts/authorities and the

politicians/candidates categories--the two groupings with

elite status and the most power--were heard through more

stories. In stories of specific interest to women, such as

two that review the legality and benefits of single-sex

colleges, female sources were quoted as often or more than

men, and they were experts in their fields and quoted by

name.
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Bybee (1990) believes that power, which is inseparable

from knowledge production, is shared by both newspaper

reporters and their sources, and he believes reporters are

the primary speakers in the stories that they write. So,

this analysis now turns to the measurement of bylines.

Bylines

Since the days of Joseph Pulitzer's New York World in

the 1880s, when he and other newspaper publishers realized

the economic benefits of attracting female readers

(Juergens, 1966), women writers have had at least partial

access to jobs in the newsroom, albeit as reporters for

segregated women's pages or sensational front-page

exclusives. But once women slowly entered the traditionally

male domain of reporting breaking news on front pages, how

long were they either lone or token female reporters?

Analysis of bylines on the front pages of newspapers

provides part of the answer to this question, and labor

statistics about newsroom employees also can help to track

women's progress as reporters.

A study of bylines in The Dallas Morning News shows

that women wrote 1 story for the front page during the week

from 1950, no stories in 1960, 3 stories in 1970, 8 in 1980

and 10 in 1990. In all weeks studied, the majority of these

female reporters' stories were written about serious

subjects (in other words, these stories did not simply
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overflow from women's or lifestyle sections because the page

one layouts needed feature photographs or soft news):

1. The 1950 story is a hard news story, outlining the

implications of a coal strike.

2. Two of three 1970 stories are hard news stories

about local government, and one is a feature about an

adopted Asian girl entering school.

3. Five of eight stories in 1980 are breaking news,

and the other three constitute a series, written by one

reporter, about people's fear of growing too old or too ill

to care for themselves.

4. In 1990, 8 of 10 stories written by women are

breaking news, with the other 2 stories exploring less

timely issues, one about Muslims living in the Dallas area

and the other about the niche filled by women's

universities.

Generally, female reporters fared best in writing

articles for the metropolitan pages, where they had more

bylines than men in 1990. Women had more bylines on metro

pages in 1950, but few stories carried bylines in that year.

On front pages, however, men still dominated reporting and

wrote nearly 3 times as many locally generated stories as

did women in 1990. For this analysis, story bylines were

first divided into locally written or wire reports, then

divided into three groups: male, female, or no byline.

During all weeks studied, no reporter used initials instead
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of a first name; in 1980 and 1990, the sex of reporters with

name such as "Pat" was confirmed by News' employees. As

Table 4 shows, three fourths of the stories published in

1950 carried no writer's byline; by 1990, all locally

Table 4

Bylines of Stories, by Sex and Year

Weekly Percentages, by Year

Type/Location
of Story 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

Front Page

Male 53.8% 83.3% 71.4% 65.2% 73.0%
Female 3.9 0.0 21.4 34.8 27.0
No byline 42.3 16.7 7.2 0.0 0.0

N = 26 12 14 23 37

Metro Page

Male 5.6% 42.9% 57.1% 59.0% 38.9%
Female 13.9 17.9 28.6 35.9 61.1
No byline 80.5 39.2 14.3 5.1 0.0

N 36 28 28 39 36

Wire Stories

Male 0.0% 15.6% 9.0% 0.0% 30.0%
Female 3.7 3.1 0.0 0.0 20.0
No byline 96.3 81.3 91.0 100.0 50.0

N = 27 32 22 15 10

Note. Stories in the Front Page and Metropolitan Page
categories were all locally written by News staffers, and
wire stories appeared only on the front pages during all
years represented.
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written stories and half of the wire reports had bylines.

So, byline customs changed dramatically during the years

included in this analysis.

In 1950, 1960, and 1970, editors relied more heavily on

wire stories, which appeared only on front pages during this

study, but too few bylines appeared on these stories to draw

any conclusions about authorship. The percentages of wire

bylines are included in Table 4 to provide complete

information about bylines for all stories in this analysis.

Content analyses of other print media reveal similar

relationships between the numbers of stories written by

women and men. Davis (1982) reports that women wrote 11%

and men wrote 35.9% of front-page stories in her study of

eight newspaper in 1979 (the sex of 53.1% was unknown). A

decade later, Bridge's study (1990) showed that bylines of

women reporters on front pages averaged 27% in 10 major

newspaper in 1989. Her report states that "there was a

greater incidence of female bylines (6 percentage points

higher) on the first pages of local news sections compared

with front pages" (p. 37).

To supplement raw data about the numbers of bylines and

the sex of reporters, other information about the patterns

of female employment in newsrooms offers insight about women

in the journalism profession between 1950 and 1990. U.S.

Department of Commerce figures show women filling 19% of

overall newspaper jobs in 1950 (cited by LaRocque, 1982) and
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a study by Lublin (1972) reveals that women held an average

of 30.9% of newsroom jobs in 1970. A nationwide survey by

the American Newspaper Publishers Association in 1990 shows

that 39% of newspaper staff members were women ("Minorities

in the Newspaper Business," summer 1990). The Dallas

Morning News would not provide employment figures showing

the numbers of women and men working in its newsroom during

the time periods studied.

Main Characters in Stories

The first question of every journalist's five 'W'

questions--who?--was answered with the name of a man in a

large majority of analyzed stories which featured main

characters. For this part of the analysis, a main character

was defined as one person who dominated a story with either

actions or opinions. An example, a 1970 story with the

headline "Nixon Commits U.S. to Limited World Role,"

exclusively quotes President Richard Nixon as he presents

his views on the future direction of foreign policy.

However, another 1970 story about Nixon, "Nixon Endorses

Voting Age of 18 Years," was not classified as a main-

character story because it recounts congressional

proceedings and quotes an administration spokesman, not

Nixon himself.

Again, women fared best during the week of 1990, when

seven stories--8.9%--featured female main characters on the

front and metropolitan pages. Men were featured in 20.2% of
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stories in 1990, and 70.9% of all stories did not focus on

main characters. Three of the articles with female main

characters cover one woman's murder trial, and three others

follow a girl's liver transplant surgery and recovery. The

seventh one is about gubernatorial candidate Ann Richards.

Even in 1990, the female-centered stories were governed by

news judgments that value the criminal and victim. Men were

still the main subjects of more than twice as many stories

as females in this most recent year.

The second best year for coverage of individual women

was 30 years earlier in 1960 when 8.5% of all stories

focused on female subjects (23.9% of stories were about male

subjects). Two of the six stories about women in 1960

concern Queen Elizabeth II's labor and delivery, one focuses

on the queen's midwife, one features a plane-building

grandmother, one covers a fatal car accident, and the last

recounts the mishaps of an injured woman who saved a life.

To classify these stories more clearly, two are about a

woman with celebrity, two are victim stories, one is about a

traditional professional woman, and one was written because

a woman goes against stereotype.

As indicated in Table 5, female main characters

received the most representations on front pages in 1990

with 9.1%, and most on the metropolitan pages in 1960 with

10.7%. The years 1950 and 1980 had only one female main

character portrayal in each year. In 1950, that one story
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features "a tall redheaded nurse, Mrs. Dorothy Morton

the girl with the hypodermic needle" (DMN, Feb. 12, part 4,

p. 1). The 1980 story could be classified as a bystander or

victim story, since it is an interview with a sandwich shop

owner who had witnessed several accidents at a nearby

construction site and had nearly been hit by debris herself.

Table 5

Main Characters in Stories, by Sex and Year

Weekly Percentages, by Year

Page 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

Front

Male 30.2% 23.3% 11.1% 20.6% 15.9%

Female 0.0 7.0 2.8 0.0 9.1

None 69.8 69.7 86.1 79.4 75.0

n = 53 43 36 34 44

Metro

Male 16.7% 25.0% 25.9% 20.0% 25.7%

Female 2.8 10.7 3.7 2.9 8.6

None 80.5 64.3 70.4 77.1 65.7

n = 36 28 27 35 35

Both

Male 24.7% 23.9% 17.5% 20.3% 20.2%

Female 1.1 8.5 3.2 1.4 8.9

None 74.2 67.6 79.3 78.3 70.9

N = 89 71 63 69 79

Note. The "none" category indicates all analyzed stories
that did not feature a main character.
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In the week from 1970, only two stories have females as main

characters: one is about a murder victim and the other is a

short front-page feature about an Asian girl's first month

in an American school.

Of the 17 stories written about individual females

across the five weeks of these five decades, only three were

produced by the wire services, and all three were published

in 1960, covering Queen Elizabeth II and her midwife. Over

the same time period, 80 stories featured male main

characters, and more than one fourth of these were wire

service reports, with 10 in 1950, 7 in 1960, 2 in 1970, and

1 each in 1980 and 1990. In a study about news transmitted

during one week in 1983 on United Press International's A

wire, Luebke (1985) found that 82, or 16.5%, of 497 stories

featured women or issues concerning women. Of these 82, 44

stories were subsequently published in one or more of eight

newspapers; more than half were victim, criminal, or health

stories.

Other content analysis efforts reveal similar results,

with newspapers portraying female main characters much less

often than male. A study by Davis (1982) of eight

newspapers in 1979 found that women were main characters in

8.6% of all stories, and that men were "eight times more

likely to be the main character in front-page stories" (p.

458). In another study (Jolliffe, 1989), 45 stories were

being selected randomly for analysis of gender differences
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in the New York Times for 1885 and 1985, but for 1985 "9 of

the 30 issues selected initially as a sample set contained

no stories at all about women" (p. 685).

A list in Appendix A, page 51, contains the headlines

of all stories classified as having female or male main

characters.

Photographs

Editors rely on photographs to attract readers to

stories or to enhance their page designs. Whatever their

function, photographs provide powerful visual images of the

relationships between women and men, and they also function

as artifacts to give another measure of the treatment of

women by the print media. When compared to the numbers of

units gathered for analysis in the byline or source sections

of this research, one week's worth of photographs on seven

front and seven metropolitan pages yields fewer units for

study. However, some general conclusions may be drawn from

these representations of women in the News.

Classification of photographs took place in two

different ways. The first method, shown in Table 6, counts

each photograph only once and was devised to show the number

of photos that feature either male main characters, female

main characters, or a mixed group/other. The second

classification system, shown in Table 7, simply provides a

tally of the number of times men and women appear in

photographs and disregards the issue of either primary or
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secondary status of those appearing in photographs. For

this second method, a photograph may be counted twice if it

contains both men and women; for example, if a photograph

features two women and three men, it counts once in the male

category and once in the female category. For both

classifications, illustrations of people were counted as

photographs; maps and charts were not counted.

Women were seldom the main characters in photographs

until 1990, but even in this most recent year, men were

still more than twice as likely to be main characters. On

front pages, only once did a woman appear as a main

character in the weeks of 1950 and 1970, not at all in 1960,

and twice in 1980. They did not fare any better on

metropolitan pages during the years studied, except in 1960,

when four photographs appeared with female main characters.

One of these was of the "flying grandmother" and the other

three illustrated one story about new hair styles. Of the

seven photographs featuring women as main characters in

1990, two are of a convicted murderer, two are of private

individuals, one is of a girl liver-transplant recipient,

one is of a political activist, and one features two high

school basketball champions.

Even when photographs were counted just for including a

woman, no matter what her status, women fared poorly when

compared to men. Women lost ground in their number of

appearances in front-page photographs in 1980 and 1990, when
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compared to the three earlier years, as Table 7 shows. And

in their lowest number of representations, when women

appeared three times on the front pages of 1980, they did so

every time as private individuals. Men appeared in

Table 6

Main Characters in Photographs, by Sex and Year

Weekly Percentages, by Year

Page 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

Front

Male 45.5% 42.9% 33.3% 46.7% 52.6%
Female 9.0 0.0 11.1 13.3 26.3
None 45.5 57.1 55.6 40.0 21.1

n = 11 14 9 15 19

Metro

Male 61.5% 64.3% 50.0% 61.1% 61.5%
Female 0.0 28.6 14.3 11.1 15.4
None 38.5 7.1 35.7 27.8 23.1

n = 13 14 14 18 13

Both

Male 54.2% 53.6% 43.5% 54.5% 56.2%
Female 4.2 14.3 13.0 12.1 21.9
None 41.6 32.1 43.5 33.4 21.9

N = 24 28 23 33 32

Note. Photographs featuring both sexes equally and photos of
buildings or landscapes were placed into "none." All photos,
wire and locally produced, are included and counted only once.
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Table 7

Appearances in Photographs, by Sex and Year

Weekly Percentages, by Year

Page 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

Front

Male 61.5% 64.7% 58.3% 80.0% 66.7%
Female 38.5 35.3 41.7 20.0 33.3

n = 13 17 12 15 21

Metro

Male 91.7% 71.4% 71.4% 71.4% 70.6%
Female 8.3 28.6 28.6 28.6 29.4

n 12 14 14 21 17

Both

Male 76.0% 67.7% 65.4% 75.0% 68.4%
Female 24.0 32.3 34.6 25.0 31.6

N = 25 31 26 36 38

Note. N = total number of appearances, not total number of
photographs. To determine the total number of photographs
that appeared during each week of each year, see Table 6.

photographs on front pages and first pages of the

metropolitan section 3 times more often than women in 1950

and 1980. For the other years, men appeared in photographs

twice as often on those pages. The data accumulated on

photographs in the News are compatible with other analyses.

In her study of the Washington Post and the Los Angeles

Times, S. H. Miller (1975) found that photographs of men
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outnumbered photographs of women 3 to 1 in the Post and 2 to

1 in the Times in an analysis of 1973-1974 newspapers. More

recently, a study by Bridge (1990) of 10 newspapers in 1989

shows photographs of women averaging 24% on front pages.

Additional Observations

Newspaper readers find representations of women not

only in female bylines, sources, photographic depictions,

and main characters in stories, but also they receive clues

about these portrayals in reporters' descriptions and in the

more subtle use of courtesy titles. These may not be as

easy to measure as bylines or photographs, but descriptions

and courtesy titles are important indicators of the way

women are viewed by newspapers and the society they serve.

These two topics, as well as omission of women (another area

that is difficult to measure), complete the discussion of

methods and results for this analysis.

Courtesy Titles

Discussing use of courtesy titles by newspapers is

important because these titles, originally devised by

society to indicate a woman's marital status, do not provide

relevant information in most news stories. Their use by

newspapers perpetuate old stereotypes because these titles,

in part, define women in terms of their relationships with

men, as unmarried or married. The term "Mr." carries no

such denotation.
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A comparison of the use of courtesy titles across the

decades of this analysis was not feasible because of

substantial style changes regarding the usage of proper

names with Mr., Mrs., Miss, and Ms. However, some comments

are appropriate about the range of courtesy-title styles

employed by writers and editors during the study period.

Courtesy titles were studied only for people who served as

story sources, and the first and second references were

analyzed.

Four options exist for proper names and courtesy titles

that are used for first references of men and boys. These,

along with the years in which they were used, are:

(1) First and last name (1950-1990);

(2) First name only (never used);

(3) Job title, like FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover (1950-

1990); and

(4) The courtesy title of "Mr." (never used).

This decade-by-decade analysis shows consistent first-

reference styles for men for all years studied. No male

source was first referred to by "Mr.," except for one man in

1970 who was referred to along with his wife as "Mr. and

Mrs. R.T. Walters" (DMN, Feb. 15, 1970, p. 37A). Aside from

this one exception, male sources were either referred to by

job titles or by first and last names in all cases. For

second reference, styles changed slightly. During 1950-

1980, all male sources were designated by last names only on
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second reference, except in 1950 in the case of President

Truman, who was "Mr. Truman" in subsequent references. By

1990, the News had adopted a new style for courtesy titles,

and "Mr." was used with a source's last name on second

reference.

The list of possible proper-name styles and courtesy

titles for women and girls is more extensive, and no common

trends for their usage on first references could be detected

across the years studied. These seven styles, along with

the years in which they appeared, are:

(1) first and last name (1970, 1980, 1990);

(2) first name only (1950, 1970, 1980);

(3) job title, such as ACLU President Judith Time

(1950-1990);

(4) the courtesy title "Mrs." with husband's first name

(1950, 1960, 1970) ;

(5) "Mrs." with own first name (1950, 1960, 1970);

(6) "Ms." (never used on first reference); and

(7) "Miss" (1970).

Women in 1990 were accorded the more simplified first-

reference style that had been in use for men since 1950.

Female sources in 1990 were identified for the first time in

just two ways: by job titles, and by first and last names.

In examples from 1950, 1970, and 1980, women are referred to

by first names only; in no year are male sources designated

by first name only on first reference. Style for female
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second references is the only similarity among all years

analyzed; "Miss" was used through 1970 in the newspapers

studied and "Ms." came into use by 1980.

Ever-shifting styles for courtesy titles and proper

names reflect the changing lives of women since 1950. A

News' reference provides one example of the confusion caused

over this issue in 1970, when "Reading Consultant Mrs. Jan

Teddlie" (DMN, Feb. 15, 1970, p. 37A) was used on first

reference in a story. By 1980, "Mrs." was never used to

introduce a female name for the first time, and the

Associated Press stylebook clearly discourages its use,

except on second reference (Powell & Angione, 1980).

However, the stylebook extensively discusses female courtesy

titles within the framework of their marital status, but for

males, it simply is not an issue.

Other confusion is revealed by Ward (1975), who

celebrates the wire services' decision to use "Ms.," but

concludes in a footnote that it may be "a short-lived term

in print media use .... publications appear increasingly to

be switching to an untitled last name in the second

reference" (p. 700). In another study, Jolliffe (1989)

measured proper-name usage for the New York Times in 1985,

finding that women were referred to by courtesy titles in

60% of the cases, compared to men's 34%, while men were

referred to by job title names in 50% of the cases, compared

to women's 1%.
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Stereotyping

Did objectivity end at the hemline, as journalist Pam

Sebastian Kohler charged in The Quill in 1972, or has

stereotyping lessened since that time? "This is the

fundamental grist of the Women's Liberation Movement--to

remove woman's stigma as object, to erase the stereotyped

image projected on all women" (p. 26), writes Kohler. Since

her remarks were made during the middle of this study period

and near the height of the women's rights movement, they

provide an appropriate starting point for the discussion of

stereotyping.

In addition to the definition of stereotype in the

methodology section of this paper, Friedan (1963) offers a

feminist opinion about the traditional stereotypical view of

women, which is useful in the context of this research. She

asserts this view had become the "cherished, self-

perpetuating core of contemporary American culture," which

she described as women:

kissing their husbands goodbye in front of the

picture window, depositing their stationwagonsful

of children at school, and smiling as they ran the

new electric waxer over the spotless kitchen floor

Their only dream was to be perfect wives and

mothers; their highest ambition to have five

children and a beautiful house, their only fight

to get and keep their husbands. (p. 14)
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In her essay in The Quill, Kohler objects most to the

superficial presentation of this kind of stereotyped woman,

who is judged first by "her dress, her makeup, her voice and

her figure" (p. 27).

A review of all references and descriptions of women

that appeared during the years studied gives the impression

that stereotyping is diminishing, especially when well-

chosen examples from 1950 are compared with 1990. For

instance, a comparison between "the smiling visitor,

rustling with efficiency and a starched white uniform" (DMN,

Feb. 12, 1950, part 4, p. 1) and "Sue Cardillo, a

spokeswoman at Children's Hospital in Pittsburgh" (DMN, Feb.

20, 1990, p. 8A) would yield similar responses from readers

today, such as the first contains more stereotyping than the

second. The 1950 story chronicles one nurse's responsibili-

ties in a new program offering home-based care for cardiac

patients, and it is written in a soft, feature style that

was reserved for stories about women in 1950, 1960, and

1970, even though the underlying themes of these stories

might be serious. In the 1990 story, which reported the

prognosis after a girl's serious illness, descriptions of

all women sources are non-personal and handled in an

appropriate hard-news style.

To answer the question "Did objectivity end at the

hemline?" and to identify a trend in these changing female

descriptions, this researcher devised a five-point scale and
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enlisted the opinions of three newsroom employees of the

Fort Worth Star-Telegram. One female editor, one male

editor, and one male reporter were asked to record their

impressions of 109 descriptions gleaned from 1950 to 1990.

All descriptions and references to women from all newspapers

included in this analysis appeared on this list (see

Appendix B, p. 55). The only exceptions were references

which simply included a woman's name and age or name and

place of residence, or references and descriptions that were

essentially duplicates.

When the scale was pretested with members of a women's

professional group, intracoder reliability was high

(r = .85; Pearson product-moment correlation); in other

words, those people in the pretest group ranked these items

similarly on two different occasions. Trends noticed in

rankings of all participants during pretesting were again

observed when final rankings were completed.

The Likert-type scale ranged from 1 to 5, with a 1

indicating that an item was free from stereotype and a 5

indicating that it was limited by stereotype, with numbers

2, 3, and 4 provided for middle rankings. Of the rankings

made by these working journalists, all three sets were

consistent in that their averages for each year revealed a

downward trend from 1950 to 1990, as shown in Figure 2. The

two male panelists ranked the items generally lower than the

female participant, indicating that they judged some items
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Figure 2

Panelists ' Rankings Using Stereotype Scale, By Year
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to be freer from stereotype than the woman did. The

averages of their three sets of responses are: (a) 3.31 in

1950; (b) 3.13 in 1960; (c) 2.69 in 1970; (d) 1.93 in 1980;

and (e) 1.64 in 1990. Responses of these coders indicate

that references to and descriptions of women had become less

stereotypical since 1950.

Two last observations on stereotyping concentrate on

portrayals of: "crying" women and the hackneyed view of

women as overemotional beings; and women at the bottom of

the socio-economic system. In 1990, the least-stereotypical

year in the view of one three-member panel, more than four
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women in four separate stories are described as crying. All

earlier years combined do not produce four references to

women crying. These 1990 descriptions are:

1. "As Mr. Havel began speaking in Czech, Ms.

Navratilova wiped her eyes and nose with a handkerchief"

(DMN, Feb. 22, 1990, p. 8A).

2. "Contacted at her Waco home Wednesday afternoon,

Mr. Kimsey's mother said she had no idea her son had been

arrested. Florence Kimsey cried as she said that her son

had left home Tuesday morning to drive to Huntsville" (DMN,

Feb. 22, 1990, p. 17A) .

3. "'I'm just happy,' said Mrs. Purcell, 33, choking

back tears and flashing a jubilant smile" (DMN, Feb. 21,

1990, p. lA).

4. "At least three women on the jury cried as Judge

Lindsey read the guilty verdict, and one sobbed audibly as

Ms. Green broke down and dropped her head to the council

table. As Ms. Green cried, her parents ... also in tears,

rushed to the front of the courtroom and cradled their

daughter as she sagged in their arms" (DMN, Feb. 24, 1990,

p. 6A).. (Description occurred just a few words after the

500-word limit for this story, but was included only for

this part of the analysis and because it continues

description and action mentioned earlier in the text.)

Convicted murderer Sharon Green, the subject of this

last example, receives a second variation of treatment from
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the News' reporters that is different from most women's

depictions in 1990. A story written a few days earlier for

the metropolitan page refers to her appearance in a news

photo taken after her arrest, showing "her face twisted by

hysterical sobs, clad in a garish orange jail jumpsuit, her

hands manacled, her bleached hair stringy and unkempt" (DMN,

Feb. 18, 1990, p. 37A). Her status as an accused murderer

and her lower place along the socio-economic scale may have

made her a target for this type of disparaging physical

description. Information reported from a police record in a

1980 story also illustrates the often degrading representa-

tions of poor women or those entangled in criminal activity:

The woman, described by officers as an exotic dancer,

responded when deputies knocked on the door but

refused to let them in. Officers said the woman,

who was wrapped in a towel, at first told them

Alford was not at the apartment. Later, after she

put on a bathrobe and officers produced the warrant,

the deputies proceeded to search the home. (DMN, Feb.

23, 1980, p. 29A)

Local Columnists

This analysis did not study columns appearing on the

front or metropolitan pages, mostly since they did not

appear in all years on the same pages. However, these

locally written columns are mentioned here briefly as an

example of an important part of The Dallas Morning News
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which leaves out women entirely, from 1950 to 1990 and

beyond. In 1950, a "Confident Living" column written by

Norman Vincent Peale was published on Sundays on the front

page. Locally written columns by Paul Crume, which include

short feature news items and brights, appear on the front

pages from Sunday through Friday in 1960 and in 1970. By

1970, a small photograph of Crume is included with each

column. No locally written columns appear on either the

front or metropolitan pages in 1980. But these columns are

returned to a prominent place again in 1990, when two male

writers share column space adorned with photographs, on

every day but Monday for metropolitan pages. The opinions

and insights of women about the lessons of everyday life,

which is a recurrent theme in these columns, are missing

altogether.

DISCUSSION

Dividing small units of analysis into simple categories

supplied the most clear-cut information about representa-

tions of women in The Dallas Morning News. Studying bylines

by sex of writer was not only simple, but also provided a

plain picture about who wrote important front-page stories

during the weeks that were analyzed. Counting sources in

stories first by sex, and then by role or occupation, was

more time-consuming, but results again proved to be clear-

cut and easy to interpret. More difficult to analyze were
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stories with main characters and photographs because they

were larger units, and therefore, fewer units were available

for counting and study. Future analysis could include a

larger sample of stories and photographs for more

concentrated study in these two areas.

Other suggestions for further research include: (a) the

development of a sophisticated ranking system for detecting

stereotypes that could be administered to a larger group

than was used in a limited way for this study; (b) more

analysis of newsroom relationships and journalistic training

to detect the ways that female reporters and editors are

influenced about their coverage of women, as a new

generation of women begins working for this nation's

newspapers; and (c) continuing study of women's news values

and readership patterns.

In conclusion, the numbers of representations of women

in bylines and photographs and as sources and main

characters in stories generally increased in The Dallas

Morning News over the analyzed years, but many increases are

slight and some are barely perceptible. Women even had lost

ground in a few categories by 1990 when these percentages

are compared to earlier years. In 1990, men still

outnumbered women more than 3 to 1 as story sources, nearly

3 to 1 in front-page bylines, more than 2 to 1 in

photographs, and more than 2 to 1 as main characters.
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Female news sources finally emerged from their

traditional satellite or bystander roles in 1990, when the

largest category of women speakers was experts or

authorities. The News published more stories with female

main characters in 1990, but the percentage is only slightly

higher than 1960, and many of the stories in 1990 and every

other year focused on women as victims, criminals, or

celebrities. Just as men were more likely to be the main

characters in stories, they were also more likely to be main

characters in photographs. Women wrote only one quarter of

front-page stories in 1990, but that same year they wrote

nearly two thirds of stories on the metropolitan page.

In at least one category, that of front-page bylines,

1970 appears to be a breakthrough year for women writers.

The feminist movement served as part of the impetus to get

them into newsrooms, and women's presence there probably set

the stage for some improvements in coverage in 1980 and

1990. Also during this time, women were beginning to be

elected and promoted to more powerful positions, proof that

society was becoming more accepting of women in these non-

traditional positions outside the home.

However, in many categories, progress was slight

(female main characters) or change did not occur until 1990

(female sources and courtesy titles). Sometimes,

progression turned into regression (female appearances in

photographs since 1970). The first question guiding this
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research, asking whether women have appeared more equally on

front and local news pages with their male counterparts,

must be answered "no" because the analysis shows women

lagging behind men in every major category studied. They

are not represented in numbers equal to men as front-page

reporters, as sources, as main characters, or as subjects in

photographs. However, the second research question about

changes in references to women can be answered more

positively, because depictions of women gradually lost their

stereotyping over the years studied, except in references

about women of low socio-economic status. In terms of

courtesy titles, women were treated like men by 1990.

Overall, substantive change at the News has been slow,

and the women's movement--after confronting institution-

alized nonmovement in many areas of society, including

newspapers--probably affected the numbers of representations

of women only slightly. Part of the problem may lie within

the institution of news gathering, its tight hold on

traditional news values which place the spotlight on

breaking stories about criminals, victims, and celebrities,

and its inability to co-exist with women and their values.

Process-centered stories that have appeal for many women do

not fit into inverted pyramids and the linear "who, what,

where, when, how" method. For more than 20 years, women

have actively been trying to fit into these formulas and

they are falling far short of equal representation in a
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communication system that is still dominated and operated by

men.

The implications of continuing inequity in newspaper

coverage may result in women taking their viewpoints and

dollars to other media that demonstrate more equality in

coverage; some surveys have shown that newspaper readership

among women is declining, relative to men. In the last

decade or two, newspapers have been besieged by competition

from other media and are battling to retain readers across

all market groups. Therefore, newspapers, for the sake of

their own economic viability, may find it necessary to re-

examine and transform the definition of news and its

presentation in order to attract talented female reporters

and editors, to keep women as readers, and to serve new

generations of women.
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Headlines from Stories with Main Characters

(Headlines of these stories appear in chronological
order for each year. Longer headlines have been edited for
space. Each headline is followed by the sex of main
character and location of story.)

1950

Lewis Surrenders, Calls Miners Back (male, front)
One Was Lucky, And One Wasn't (male, front)
Visiting Nurse Keeping Eye on Heart Patients (female, metro)
Morris Going Strong After 50 Years in Baseball (male, metro)
County Part Boss Says He Will Retire (male, metro)
Voters Given Future Plans by Churchill (male, front)
D.A. Asks U.S. Aid To Whip Gambling (male, front)
MacArthur Given Command of West Pacific Forces (male, front)
M.E. Purnell Appointed to Belo Board (male, metro)
Churchill Urges Talk With Russia (male, front)
Pike Named Atom Panel's Acting Head (male, front)
GOP Leader Favors Total Hoover Plan (male, metro)
GOP Boss Tells Texans Democrats Legalized Theft (male, front)
Attlee Makes Direct Attack on Churchill (male, front)
Paralyzed Vet Plans to Visit War Buddies (male, metro)
President Defends Democrats Against Charges (male, front)
Mayor Rejects Raise in Relief (male, front)
Plane's Pass at Him Told by Survivor (male, front)
President, Reporters Row about Interview (male, front)
Ridout Named Chairman of Traffic Commission (male, metro)
Death Halts Activities of A.L. Kramer (male, front)
Churchill's Fire Turned Upon Critics (male, front)
What's Eating Mr. Truman, Reporters (Ask) (male, front)

1960

Surrender Talk Heard from Paar (male, front)
Flying Grandmother Rebuilding Airplane (female, metro)
Herman Philipson: A New Beanstalk (male, metro)
Queen Summons Nursing Sister (female, front)
Psychiatrist Need Cited by Menninger (male, metro)
Author H.L. Hunt Draws Hundreds (male, front)
Nikita Chides India for 'Lacking Spirit' (male, front)
Fisher Promises Suit to Get Back on Ballot (male, metro)
Evans Testimony Given (male, metro)
Paar, NBC Bury Hatchet (male, front)
SMU Student Works on Reactor's Design (male, metro)
Jury Will Get Oilman's Case (male, metro)
Ike Flares in Anger at His Critics (male, front)
Chessman Refused Clemency (male, front)
Medaris Will Testify He Couldn't Reach Ike (male, front)
Elizabeth in Early Stages of Difficult Birth (female, front)
Medaris Says It's All Wrong (male, front)
Rippy Says Board Has Mixing Plan (male, front)
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Collision Kills Phone Operator (female, metro)
Scientist Speaks; Red Medical Lag Reported (male, metro)
Stay Granted to Chessman (male, front)
British Queen Gives Birth to Son (female, front)
A Life Saved, A Walk Taken (female, metro)

1970

Art High on All but Drugs (male, metro)
Al Capp, Art Linkletter Speak Out for America (male, front)
Al Capp Jabs at Some of Today's 'Heroes' (male, metro)
Judge Sterrett Calls Galvin 'Mayor's Boy' (male, front)
Bishop Suspends 24 Demonstrators (male, metro)
Judge Denies Watson Extradition Ruling Appeal (male, metro)
U Thant Sees Big Powers as Saviors of Mideast (male, front)
Erickson Talks of Withdrawal (male, metro)
Nixon Commits U.S. to Limited World Role (male, front)
Wade Proposes 'No Bond' Plan (male, metro)
Kim Oriented in American Kindergarten (female, front)
Woman First Strangled? (female, metro)
Skyscrapers Will Delay Planes, Says FAA Chief (male, metro)

1980

Bani-Sadr gets tough on shah's extradition. (male, front)
Attorney says Clayton offered $600,000 'fee' (male, front)
Man endures agony following dog bite (male, front)
Shoeing is farrier way to prosper (male, metro)
Wells loses appeal (male, metro)
Ex-con shot in rush-hour incident (male, metro)
Man killed by debris from crane (male, front)
Oak Cliff man to serve second term for gambling (male, metro)
Committee deliberates fate of administrator (male, metro)
Construction danger hit home in sandwich shop (female, metro)
Jury getting Nolen case (male, front)
Jail escapee found hiding inside closet (male, metro)
Developer offers city deal on 1,000 acres (male, metro)
Schrader managing around the clock (male, front)
Bush wins all in Puerto Rico vote (male, front)

1990

Age mix-up sends boy to Texas adult prison (male, front)
Green trial making issue of attitude (female, metro).
Opera's president speaks out (male, metro)
Would-be pilots get kicks at combat school (male, metro)
Girl to get second liver transplant (female, front)
U.S. marshal is treated for drug abuse (male, front)
Stormie Jones' doctor pleased with transplant (female, front)
Gay rights advocate Bill Nelson dies (male, front)
TV anchor fight nears end (male, metro)
NAACP president under fire (male, metro)
Czechoslovak leader asks U.S. to aid Soviets (male, front)
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250,000 attend rally ending Ortega campaign (male, front)
'Setback' sends Stormie Jones back to surgery (female, metro)

New prelate welcomed (male, metro)
Man awaiting pardon is arrested again (male, metro)
Reagan denies role in aid plan (male, front)
Vines reportedly tries to retrieve drug plan (male, front)
Dallas man recall black battalion's role (male, metro)
No verdict reached in Sharon Green trial (female, metro)
Sharon Green found guilty, gets probation (female, front)
Richards calls Mattox 'desperate' (female, front)
Former stockbroker helps find missing children (male, metro)
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Guidelines for Scale and Key for Determining

Years in which These References Appeared

In addition to the written instructions (see next page)

given to panelists who ranked these newspaper references to

women, oral instructions covering the definition for

stereotyping and including a discussion of courtesy titles

were also completed. Panelists did not know in which years

these references were published.

A code used after each reference shows the year and day

on which a particular reference was published. Each year is

indicated by a number in this way:

1950 = 5

1960 = 2

1970 = 7

1980 = 8

1990 = 1

A day of the week is indicated by a letter in this way:

Sunday = A

Monday = B

Tuesday = C

Wednesday = D

Thursday = E

Friday = F

Saturday = G
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PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE OPENING PACKET

Enclosed is a collection of phrases, sentences, and
paragraphs containing references to females or descriptions
of females, taken from actual print news stories published
in the last half century.

Please read each entry carefully, reflecting on how each
reference about a female or description of a female actually
portrays that person. Is the reference/description free
from stereotypes or is it limited by stereotypes?

Using the five-point scale below, please rank each entry (in
the blank provided) according to the numbers on the scale.
Assigning the number "1" to an entry would indicate that you
believe it is entirely free from all stereotypes, that the
woman described is being treated like an individual. A "5"
would indicate that the entry is severely limited by
stereotype, in other words, that the woman involved is being
described or referred to as if she were a two-dimensional or
nonthinking being. And "2", "3", and "4" provide gradations
between these two extremes.

Free from Limited by
stereotype 1 2 _3 4 5 stereotype

Each entry must be ranked according to the scale; please
choose the number that most nearly matches your impression
about the reference or description.

Each female reference/description is the first one made
about that particular person in a news article. Words or
sentences may have been edited out of some entries,
indicated by an ellipsis in the interest of economy, if they
are not relevant to the female reference. Also, direct
quotes have been deleted ("quote" appears in place of the
quoted material), unless it affects the context or reference
in any way. Numbers and letters appearing after each entry
are coding for the researcher and should be disregarded.
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*quote," said Mr. Bert, who negotiated with Aurora LeBrum,
assistant director of the department's civil rights
division. -lC-

Dr. Tzakis; Stormie's mother, Lois 'Suzie" Purcell; and herstepfather, Alan Purcell, greeted reporters with smiles'quote, *said Mrs. Purcell, 33, choking back tears andflashing a jubilant smile* -lD-

Among those assisting (the Queen's childbirth) was Sister
Helen Rowe, a 63-year-old midwife who has been at all threeroyal births. -2G-
"quote,' said Diane Sheridan, president of the League ofWomen Voters of Texas. -ID-

"quote,' said Janie Owens, supervisor of the Embassy Room,the hotel's restaurant .... "quote,' said Willene Watson,
director of sales and catering. -IF-

(Eastern Airlines steward Mark Fisher-Galati) was taken toMiami (after dangling from an airplane) because his home wasthere. He was met at the airport by his young wife,
Charlotte and their 3-week-old daughter. -5A-

"quote," said Plano East student senate president Amy Lewis
'quote," said Plano East student senate sponsor and

teacher Barbara Hoffmann. -lF-

The hearing was interrupted briefly when 15 women, all welldressed and mostly middle-aged, rose from their chairs
waving placards and shouting demands for immediate action ona long pending constitutional amendment to extend equal
rights to women. -7D-

-__ Mr. Porteous, 46, is an ex-fundamentalist .... But in 1984,he did an about-face and he and his wife, Barbara Simon,"with about $10 in the bank," began publishing two
newsletters from his home in Maine. -lG-

(cutline) Christine McCorkle, 22, is trapped in the
wreckage of her sports car under the wheels of an auto
carrier in a crash near Toronto, Canada. It took firemen
almost an hour, using crowbars and their bare hands, to pry
away the metal. The coed is in satisfactory condition.

-7E-

That was one of the effects on students in Kilgore,
according to Bea Lawler, middle school counselor and program
sponsor in the East Texas town. -IF-

Susan Burrell, staff attorney with the Youth Law Center in
San Fransicso, argues that the job crucial to sustaining afamily can be lost in the process. -1B-
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Sister Helen Rowe, a cockney-accented midwife, arrived at
Buckingham Palace Saturday to attend the birth of Queen
Elizabeth's third child ... Sister Helen, a registed nurse,
attended the queen at the birth of her two other children

Sister Helen, a small, white-haired women, arrived just
before 4 p.m. -2B-

Some of the loudest cheers were reserved for Belinda Portez,
a cab driver who accused (DART) board members of
insensitivity. -lD-

Kamilah Abdul-Hakeem explains that she is not a "black
Muslim." She is a Muslim who is African-American. And, as
a woman, she does not defer to men by walking behind them.

-1E-

-- "quote," said Grand Prairie City Council member Anne
Gresham. 

-8A-

-- Jessie Gentry, who operates H.L. Green's gift-wrapping
department, has another name for the store. -8A-

The suitcase bore the name, "Second Lt. Virginia Smith."
Its destination tag was torn off .... The United Press
located Mrs. Virginia Harrison in Los Angeles. She formerlywas named Smith and was a WAC. -5A-

--- Tuesday, with temperatures hovering near 80, was such a day,and (Maurice) Chapman and four comrades were (at White Rock
Lake). Their favorite pastime isn't fishing or boating oreven girl-watching. It's dominoes. -8D-

--- Encouraged by their teacher, Miss Susan Sterrett, the BryanAdams students kept their fingers crossed. -7B-

"quote," said Southern Methodist University junior Jane
Evans. 

-8D-

Mayor Annette Strauss also praised Mr. Nelson for his work,calling him "quote .. ' -lD-

In the gallery was Czechoslovakian-born tennis star Martina
Navratilova, a naturalized U.S. citizen and former Fort
Worth resident. As Mr. Havel began speaking in Czech, Ms.Navratilova wiped her eyes and nose with a handkerchief.

-lE-

Susan Moore owns a small sandwich shop adjacent to the tall
Southland Center expansion where a worker was killed Tuesday
afternoon .... "quote," a shaken Ms. Moore said. -8D-

Mrs. Johnson -- wife of Frankston's police chief -- said
there were about 40 police officers and firefighters on thescene. -8E-
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(cutline) Six-year-old Jeremiah Manincor, a hearing-impairedstudent at Prairie Creek Elementary School in Richardson,imitates Gretchen Walz of Dallas Mime Works as she pretendsto eat an apple. 
-1E-

'quote," said Pat Webster, child welfare intake supervisor.
-8E-

"quote," said committee chairwoman Harryette Ehrhardt, who,like other (school) trustees, expressed amazement about the(attendance) result experienced in Houston. -8F-
(cutline) Moses James, the Ambassador Hotel's banquet andrestaurant manager, gives reservationist Kim Ratliff agoodbye hug. Employees learned of the hotel's closing onlythis week.1F-

Meanwhile, activist groups who oppose the flag law predictthat a federal judge in the nation's capital soon will addher agreement to Wednesday's ruling by U.S. District JudgeBarbara Rothstein of Seattle. -lF-
The laid-off (GM) employees sense a call-back will comesoon. One, Beverly Graf, said the rumors that have beencirculating for a month might be wrong, but that "there wererumors about the layoff for three months before thathappened, and they were right." -8F-

-- Mrs. Art Simpson of the Simpson Funeral Home said most ofthe damage and injuries centered on Fourth, Fifth and SixthStreets.-5A-

The woman, described by officers as an exotic dancer,responded when deputies knocked on the door but refused tolet them in. Officers said the woman, who was wrapped in atowel, at first told them (Carl) Alford was not at theapartment. Later, after she put on a bathrobe and officersproduced the warrant, the deputies proceeded to search thehome. 
-8G-

The door to a West Dallas shanty opens to admit a tallredheaded nurse, Mrs. Dorothy Morton. She has come to callon a stout old woman resting on the couch, a patient withchronic heart disease. The smiling visitor, rustling withefficiency and a starched white uniform, personifies a newproject in Dallas County..... If shots are indicated, Mrs.Morton is the girl with the hypodermic needle. -5A-
Said school board member Kathlyn Gilliam, who attended themeeting, ... 

-lF-

State Sen. Barbara Jordan, liberal Houston Democrat and aNegro, said too much emphasis has been placed on thePossibility of busing. 
-7G-
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Mrs. Geraldine Hale of the Dallas Florist Association will
present the mayor with a large heart-shaped floral piece in
memory of Dallas residents who died of heart disease last
year. -5A-

(cutline) The U.S. Bureau of the Census has solved its
furnishing problem with a new concept in furniture--
cardboard desks and chairs. A spokesman said it is sturdy
(will hold a 250-pound man), it costs less ($8 per working
space as opposed to $30 for wood furniture) and it is so
light a woman such as Mrs. William Burgwinn, left, can set
up the office layout alone. -7G-

-- (cutline) Since leap year comes every fourth year, a girl
can't afford to let too many of them get away. That womanly
thought along with Andy Haddock's face full of freckles must
explain Eileen Foley's rapt reaction to Andy's beautiful
Valentine. The 6-year-old sweethearts are the children of
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Foley and Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Haddock.

-2A-Texans flocked in for the big (Democratic) dinner in
unusually large numbers. National Committeeman Wright
Morrow of Houston and Mrs. H.H. Weinert of Sequin, national
committeewoman, were here. -SF-

A Wise County jury Friday found Sharon Green guilty of
murder, then sentenced her to 10 years' probation
"quote," an apparently weary Ms. Green said after the eight-woman, four-man jury reached the decision to grant her
probation. -IG-

Democratic gubernatorial hopeful Ann Richards acknowledged
Friday that she might have written "wetbacks" in the text of
a 1976 speech, but she denied actually saying the word
In her sharpest attack yet in the campaign, a visibly angry
Ms. Richards called Mr. Mattox "a desperate and venal man"
who is trying to sabotage her in the final weeks before the
March 13 primary. -lG-

Miss Marian Sue Wilson, daughter of Congressman and Mrs. J.
Frank Wilson of Dallas, was one of the "belles of democracy"
at the dinner. -5F-

At the core of the publicity issue was a copyrighted, 6,000
word story by Miss Susan Atkins, one of five persons
indicted in the case, who confessed to being a part of the
killings and named (Charles) Watson as the slayer of Miss
Tate and two others. -7C-

Their mother, Jackie Gatewood, believes her ex-husband took
the children 18 months ago .... Ms. Gatewood, a 29-year-old
junior high school teacher in Arlington, learned about the
association from a newspaper article. -lG-
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Nine B-36 survivors came home Friday night .... A newsreel
photographer asked Captain Barry if they minded if he had
his picture taken kissing his tall beautiful brunette wife.

-5G-

Reading consultant Mrs. Jan Teddlie agrees the old Dick and
Jane content of reading books no longer is relevant to
"large segments of the population." -7A-

Search efforts ... continued late Friday for a missing
single-engine plane carrying Dr. Richard Russell, president
of the Mesquite school board, his wife and three of their
four children...... On board the Beechcraft Bonanza with
Russell--a physician and private pilot--were his wife,
Bertha; his daughter, Gina, a student at SMU; and sons
Brian, 13, and Chris, 7. -8G-

- ~ (cutline) A smiling Mrs. Bradley greets her soldier
husband, Gen. Omar Bradley, at National Airport, Washington,
on his return with the Joint Chiefs of Staff from a Far East
tour of inspection. Mrs. Bradley is wearing the Hawaiian
lei which the general draped over her shoulders before he
kissed her. -5A-

Caroline Blackburn, director of the Access Center for the
Elderly, said the financial situation facing the Cobbs is
all too common in the older population. -8B-

"quote," said council member Jane Hopkins. -lG-

While other 15-year-old girls are thinking of boys, clothes
and clear skin, high school sophomore Constance Adams is
pondering the constitutional separation of church and state.

-8B-

Whatever the basis, Dallas Civil Liberties Union President
Judith Time calls it "nonsense." -8B-

(H.L. Hunt) crossed his legs, hiking his pants above blue
socks and exposing long-handle underwear. When his
attractive wife and two girls, Sewanee, 10, and Helen, 11,
arrived, Hunt smiled with relief. -2C-

Three young Negroes ... were charged Friday night with the
robbery and murder Feb. 11 of South Dallas grocery owner
Mrs. Martell Wesley .... Officers said (the man) signed a
statement in which he admitted shooting Mrs. (Martell)
Wesley, a 54-year-old white widow who with her late husband
had operated the Wesley Food Store at 3111 Atlanta in South
Dallas 25 years. The slaying sparked considerable anger in
the Negro area, where Mrs. Wesley was praised as a good
friend to all her neighbors. -7G-
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And Glenn E. King, a Casa View account executive, filed for
Place 7, at large, opposing Mrs. Tracy Rutherford, vice-
president of the School Board. -2A-

Stormie Jones, the cherubic Texas girl who made medical
history six years ago as the world's first heart and liver
transplant patient, returned to Pittsburgh on Monday night
for a second liver transplant. -1C-

"quote," said Mrs. Clemens A. Kathman, chairman of the
mothers' group to send the orchestra to Chicago. -7B-

Olga Rabon, representing the City Tenants Union, appeared
before the City Council Monday in support of (Ed) Polk.

-7C-

The only women at Virginia Military Institute are those
working behind office desks or food counters or those
arriving on campus for their cadet dates. -lC-

Anyone with a preconceived notion of how grandmothers should
look and act--and what they should do with their spare time
--ought to meet Mrs. Josephine Allison. For one session
with Texas' Flying Grandmother is just about guaranteed to
shatter the standardized, proverbial picture of "Granny,"
with a shawl around her shoulders, knitting by the fireside.
Mrs. Allison's winter days are being spent by the fireside.
But the knitting needle has been replaced by tools needed in
rebuilding a crop-dusting plane from the ground up. And
Mrs. Allison wouldn't be caught dead in a shawl. -2A-

Editor's note: Miss Fleeson, regular syndicated columnist.
for (this newspaper), was among the correspondents present
Thursday when President Truman exchanged heated words with
the Washington press corps. She herself engaged in a
spirited verbal tiff with Mr. Truman. This is her
evaluation of the incident. -5G-

Rose Sanders, the black lawyer who led the protests that
shut down the schools Feb. 7-13, vehemently disagrees. -lA-

A new building for 900 students is scheduled for completion
in August at the Florence Hill campus, school district
spokeswoman Linda Prichard said. -IA-

"quote," opposition member Constance Adams said of the
lopsided 86-6 vote. -8C-

Singer Jackson Browne and actress Darryl Hannah are among
the better-known guests critical of Washington's support forthe anti-Sandinista contras. -IA-

(cutline) Downtown workers Ann Dulaney and Kate Walden
watch in disbelief at accident site. -8D-
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(Art) Linkletter was accompanied to Dallas by his wife, whohe says is never seen in public. "She's the producer, I'mthe star," punned the entertainer. "But we do manage themoney on a joint basis--I put in ... (original ellipses, endof paragraph)" -7A-

As he sits thoughtfully in his office, (Herman) Philipson
admits to few emotions about his company's success. He saysall his extra thinking time is reserved for wife, Sonia,
pretty daughters Cynthia and Leslie, and the outside
activities he "keeps busy with." -2A-

Contacted at her Waco home Wednesday afternoon, Mr. Kimsey's
mother said she had no idea her son had been arrested.
Florence Kimsey cried as she said that her son had left home
Tuesday morning to drive to Huntsville. -IE-

"quote," said Mona Doyle, president of Consumer Network, aPhiladelphia group that monitors trends in the food
industry. 

-IF-

Mrs. Robert Spears, who lives at 6116 Gaston, Monday did notrenounce the love and affection she showed for Spears after
his hoax was discovered by the FBI last month. Asked if shewould wait for Spears to serve his term, the 35-year-old
former secretary answered: "That is a rather difficult
question for me to answer now." Mrs. Spears, who has two
children by the ex-convict naturopath, said she would get ajob to support her family. She said the job would be in thesecretarial line. -2C-

"quote," said Ollie Besteiro, president of the state's
largest teacher group, the Texas State Teachers Association
... Ms. Besteiro, whose group is staying neutral in the

gubernatorial primaries, said teachers are "leery" about allthe campaign promises being made. -IA-

The Soviet leader's almost insulting remarks were made in animpromptu talk at a banquet given in his honor by Mrs.
Padmaja Naisu, governor of West Bengal. -2C-

"quote," said DISD instructional facilitator Mary Merki, whois helping develop the program .... Dr. Merki said plans
call for implemetation of the program this fall in about 10high schools. 

-8B-

"quote," said Dr. Yvonne Haddad, an Islamic history
professor at the University of Massachusetts. She also
wrote "Islamic Values in the United States," published in
1986. -lE-

"quote," Sue Cardillo, a spokeswoman at Children's Hospitalin Pittsburgh, said Monday night as Stormie was being
prepared for surgery. -lC-
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For as long as Norma could remember, her life had been an
ordered one, calm and even, no major crises to separate one
year from another. But when she turned 75, things began to
fall apart. -8C-

-- George Jenkins, 59, suffered a broken arm and his wife
suffered cuts and bruises when their trailer house was
overturned in Port Arthur .... A young mother suffered shock
near Katy when she, her two small children and a visiting
women weathered a tornado that wrecked her house by huddling
in a hallway. -2E-

- Marion Antonio Acevedo Torres and Melida de Figueroa live in
Managua's poorest neighborhoods. Both say they are
patriotic and both plan to vote Sunday. The similarities
end there .... Mrs. de Figueroa, a mother of four, was
widowed last year when her husband was killed while serving
in the army reserve. She blames the Sandinistas for his
death .... The angry widow wears the blue and white of the
UNO coalition. -lG-

-- Zina Garrison of Houston, one of the top-ranked women
players, said, "quote." -lG-

Police Thursday attributed the death of Mrs. Pearl Smith
Vinyand, 61, of Duncanville, to injuries received in a 2-car
collision .... Mrs. Vinyard was a saleswoman for the
Wynnewood Community Sewing Center in Wynnewood Village.

-2F-
-- Although he did not make the runoff, he threw his support to

Lori Palmer, who eventually won the seat and became a friend
and admirer. -lD-

Republicans came from all sections of Texas ... among them
Mrs. Marie Thompson of Goliad, former Democractic official
who has turned Republican. -5E-

- - Among them is store clerk Elsa Espino Vindel, who said she
would vote for Mr. Ortega. -lE-

- - Mrs. Marie Wilson, 42, a cashier, heard the shots as she
walked away from the booth, but mistook the shooting for the
backfiring of a car outside. -2G-

(Farmer Ricardo Uhuete) and the others scoff at the threats
and announce their intentions to vote on Feb. 25 for Violeta
Chamorro. She is the presidential candidate for UNO, the
National Opposition Union. -lA-

Word that the grant had been approved was received Friday
from Washington, D.C., by telegrams to Mayor R.L. Thornton
and Sister Mary Helen, administrator of St. Paul. -2G-
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Republican Clayton Williams and Democrat Ann Richards are
holding their front-runner positions in the race for
governor, the latest Texas Poll shows .... Ms. Richards, a
two-term state treasurer, was the choice of 30 percent of
the 268 likely Democratic primary voters surveyed. -1A-

After 10 months behind bars, Sharon Green has lost the habit
of freedom. In the Wise County courthouse, where she stands
accused of helping her husband commit a gruesome sex
slaying, she patiently waits for bailiffs to escort her even
a few steps across the room. When left alone, she stands
silently--hands folded, eyes on the floor, waiting for
authorities to tell her where to go. Soft-spoken and neatly
dressed in tailored suits or dresses, her appearance
presents a sharp contrast to the spectacle she presented
when arrested and jailed last year for the slayings of Betty
Jo Monroe and Sandra Lorraine Bailey. News photos showed
Ms. Green, her face twisted by hysterical sobs, clad in a
garish orange jail jumpsuit, her hands manacled, her
bleached hair stringy and unkempt. -lA-

Every teacher who wants a permanently mounted screen in her
classroom has received one, Dr. Fred Brieve said. -7A-

"quote," explained Sally Wilchester, a cello player. -7B-

"quote," said Anita Pampusch, chairwoman of the Women's
College Coalition, a national organization of women's
colleges, and president of the College of St. Catherine in
St. Paul, Minn. -1B-

Rep. Jessica McC. Weis (R-N.Y.) made public a letter from
the President in which he revealed that he was "carefully"
considering her proposal that he make a nationwide radio-TV
report on the state of U.S. defense. -2D-

-- The group was formed in October 1988 with the help of City
Council member Lori Palmer, whose district includes the
neighborhood. -lB-

A severely burned left hand, then a 15-block walk in mid-30
degree weather. That was Mrs. R.L. Bridges' reward Friday
morning after the 44-year-old housewife possibly saved a 13-
year-old girl's life by smothering the teen-ager's flaming
nightgown with her bare hands .... "(The cab driver) just
turned and walked back to the cab. I was so shocked I just
didn't know what to do, so I started walking home," the
dark-haired mother of five stated. -2G-

Inspiration for the group came first to a 77-year-old woman
who has lived in north Oak Cliff about 30 years. She asked
not to be identified. "quote," the woman says. -lB-
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Defense Secretary Dick Cheney, shunned by Philippine
President Corazon Aquino, told Philippine officials Mondaythat the United States would abandon it bases here ... -lC-

Virginia Military Institute replied by enlisting Virginia's
attorney general--a woman--to sue the Justice Department
.... Attorney General Mary Sue Terry contends that women
have similar educational opportunities at Virginia's 43other state schools. -lC-

Then there is Aubrey's teacher, the Visiting Nurse
Association's Terry Stephenson. She is Aubrey's favorite.
Ms. Stephenson is a registered nurse who teaches Aubrey twohours each week. They talk about his chronic diseases.

-8E-
"quote," said Ellen Vargyas of the National Law Center
Ms. Vargyas, along with law professors Susan Ross of
Georgetown University and Pamela Karlan of the University ofVirginia, points to the precedent set by a U.S. Supreme
decision in 1982. -lC-

Minnie Bailey of 3709 Weldon is a young mother of seven whodoesn't know where her family will be living after March 15.But she is hopeful that it won't be anything like the placeshe has rented for the last three years. -7E-

"quote," said Gwen A. Holden, executive vice president ofthe National Criminal Justice Association. -IB-

Patricia Ann Mahaney, a young Dallas insurance company
worker discovered murdered in her apartment Wednesday night,may have been strangled before her assailant stabbed her atleast 40 times .... Described as a top performing employee
at Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Texas, where she was a lead
operator in the keypunch section, Miss Mahanay left work
Wednesday at the regular time .... Described as neat andattractive, Miss Mahanay joined the insurance company upongraduation from Kimball High School. -7F-

And Fay Webster, manager of the Dallas County GOPheadquarters, said party officials estimate ... -lC-

One white-smocked lady recoiled in horror when the word
"dye" was used to describe a lime-hued (hair coloring)
concoction .... And sometimes the strain of labeling gets tobe too much. Looking at one of her creations, a harried
hairdresser threw up her hands in dismay. "I don't know.You name it." .... Suddenly the lady in charge spied thereporter's uninspired coiffure. Poking one of the "streaks"
attached to a bobby pin into the ordinary brown hair, sheobserved loudly, "Better jazz you up a little, honey. Why,you'll have a new personality by the time you get upstairs."

-2B-
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Bishop College ... could still be resurrected as a stateschool if a sympathetic buyer wins the top bid, state Sen.Eddie Bernice Johnson said Monday. A Senate advisory
committee headed by Ms. Johnson, D-Dallas, has recommended
turning the bankrupt college into a state-support teacherscollege. 

-lC-

Council member Elsie Faye Heggins asked that Cullum's namebe dropped and the freeway be named for Frederick Douglass,Martin Luther King Jr. or another black involved in theequal rights movement. Ms. Heggins complained community
leaders struggled for years to convince the city to name thestate highway for a famous black but that their pleas wereignored. .... Later, Ms. Begins fumed that *there aren't 6inches of roadway in Dallas name for a black." -8E-

The gain was seen as a personal tribute to Takako Doi, theparty's chairwoman and the highest-ranking woman in Japanesepolitics. -B-
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